1994 chevy silverado 1500

Introduced in , this full-size pickup includes steel side-guard door beams and center
high-mounted stoplights, introduced to comply with federal mandates for that year. For , the
different trim lines and packages included high-back reclining front bucket seats, two-tone color
schemes, pop-open quarter or full sliding rear windows, horizontal split grille and stepped rear
bumpers. Bed 2WD model. The standard engine was the 4. The engine had a displacement of 4,
cc, a bore and stroke of 4 inches by 3. The gallon tank granted a fuel economy of 17 miles per
gallon in the city and 21 on the highway for the automatic, and 17 in the city and 22 on the
highway for the manual. This two-door pickup measured inches long by The wheelbase of The
interior featured standard seating for three with an option for two. It had front measurements of
40 inches for headroom, According to Automotive Information Systems, areas of the truck
showing moderate reliability problems for were the engine, transmission and driveline and
brakes. Steering and suspension, climate control, starting and charging, and accessories
showed minimal problems. This gave the truck an overall reliability rating of four out of five.
Aurelio Locsin has been writing professionally since He published his first book in and is a
frequent contributor to many online publications, specializing in consumer, business and
technical topics. Locsin holds a Bachelor of Arts in scientific and technical communications
from the University of Washington. Interior The interior featured standard seating for three with
an option for two. Reliability According to Automotive Information Systems, areas of the truck
showing moderate reliability problems for were the engine, transmission and driveline and
brakes. References Automobile. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep
you safe. Quick responses, transparent, and honest. Would do business with again. Thanks so
much! I really appreciate the follow up and information they provided. I would recommend.
Bought this truck and I absolutely love it and working with the friendly staff to get it! Very
friendly. Good experience but truck was sold should update the online post more frequent
because you never know when someone is driving from far away like myself so I felt like I
wasted my time. My Happy Cheerful sales man Tim. Couldn't have asked for a better
transaction. They were very patient with me getting there for a test drive, took 10 days. I left with
a freshly washed vacuumed an full tank of gas. Car was as described on Car Gurus. Please give
them a try. I'm glad I did. Thank you. They were responsive to my inquiry and helpful with my
shopping needs for a new vehicle! I didn't get the truck I wanted but they gave me a 5 year
newer truck that has no rust and a near perfect body for the same price thaks east coast auto. I
wanna do my car buying with these people love the prices from other places I have talked too
very fair. The Solara was not what I was looking for. But, took the time to answer questions I
asked his opinion on other cars. We were undecided when we went to Matt Hagen, but after
talking with him, we felt well informed. He allowed us to test drive the car and was extremely
knowledgeable about cars in general! We bought the car and have been very pleased with the
performance! Matt will not lead you astray, I believe he is a trust worthy person! Absolutely
amazing, they were very nice and helpful, and I would completely recommend them. The truck
was nothing like it was pictured when I seen it I didn't even let them started. I looked at another
truck clean reasonable price but it wouldn't start. They put a jumper box on it and still wouldn't
start. I took the Jeep Patriot for a ride good running truck but way overpriced. I had questions
about a listing but when I called someone had already purchased it. Staff was very helpful and
told me about another similar vehicle that was available. Thanks ECAS. Carlos is the man!! He
answered all my questions quickly and honestly. He made the car buying experience simple and
easy. They got back to me reasonably quick but unfortunately I had one person ahead of me.
Got ahold me the next day and it sold. The dealer did respond initially, sent same photos again.
I asked the date of the photos and asked if the vehicle was still available since it is not on their
dealer website, no response. I believe the vehicle has been sold and they are using it to bait me
to the dealership 3 hour drive , After contacting, I read some customer responses and this was
mentioned several times. I am so pleased of the service that they gave to me , it is one stop
shopping. They sent me a message that truck was pending sale and they sent me a message
saying it was sold. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Image Not Available.
Authorized Chevrolet Dealer. Why Use CarGurus? My truck bogs down and tries to die when I
give it gas to accelerate off of a stop. There is often a backfire or two when this happens.

Pumping the gas does not help. I basically have to crawl through any intersection until it picks
up a bit of speed from idle. The truck idles smoothly, and it runs fine once it's above about mph
or so. If moving at a steady speed, and I give the truck gas to accelerate, it hesitates and
backfires before picking up the speed. It may be worth mentioning that this problem doesn't
happen if I rev the engine in park or neutral, unless I really gun it, in which case it's a quick
backfire and back to business. This is inconsistent; sometimes the truck runs like a champ, but
most of the time it's trying to leave me stranded in busy city intersections. I unfortunately don't
have a fuel pressure gauge. Any help is greatly appreciated. I can't afford a mechanic, and I'm
just praying it's not the fuel pump. Travis answered 7 years ago. Ryan answered 6 years ago. I
had the same issue.. It was particularly a little worse until I canted my Cam Shaft Position
sensor located inside the distributor cap, and also changed the connecter wires to the
crankshaft position sensor located at the front bottom of the engine by the fan kinda. It still
does it a little but not as bad as it did so I would start there to improve it some. Same thing here.
Did you ever find out what was wrong with it? Im still fighting this battle so if anyone has any
tips I'd greatly appreciate it. JamesGlaze answered 6 years ago. Have you found out the
problem with your truck I have a chevy c 5. A lot of the time I have to shut it off and start it back
up to get it to quit to get it to quit but ithe usually only stops it for a few minutes. I would also
greatly appreciate any tips. My 94 Chevy Silverado was also sputtering, backfiring, missing etc I
changed the fuel filter to no avail, tried several things to get it to run smooth but nothing helped'
until a friend of mine who used to have his own shop told me about a memo he had received
years ago dealing with this identical problem. I unplugged the idle air control from the left side
of the carb as you are facing it took a large wrench and removed the idle air control from the
carb, and sprayed it down with carb cleaner. I hope this works for you as well as it did for me.
Steve answered 5 years ago. I have a chevy , 5. I took off the transmission to work on the rear
main seal. Put the transmission back on and the truck wouldn't start. I than checked the battery
got a new one. Than the the starter is new the rotor and cap are new the control madule the iac
is new fuel filter in line is new plugs. I can get it to start but only stays running for maybe a
minute or two. South3rnQu33n answered 5 years ago. To the fella that had his friend with
memo, by God when i tell u we have had nothing but trouble with this 94 Chevy since we bought
it last year for replaced so many things on it, it's doing same thing it did last year when we got it
out, they said we had water in gas that went through the injectors, We replaced I'm n plugs n
have drop gas tank n cleaned it out, it's backfiring and carb has flames, We sprayed it and that
was result but haven't removed the new icv n sprayed it. LesterB answered 5 years ago. Ideal air
control valve, or throttle position censor or both. Turn your key to on position Don't start it just
on position. Stick the paper clip into your obd1 at the top right two inserts then count the
number f times your check engine light blinks. You'll have sets of 2. Like 1 blink then pause
then 2 blinks Your obd1 is located under your steering column. Nahshon answered 4 years ago.
Hey guys I was having the exact same problem with my silverado 5. I noticed gas some time ago
right where the fuel rails go into the intake,and on the right side of the rails there is a cover with
wires under it and they were eaten up by the gas. I had the same symptoms as everyone. Used
liquid tape to recover exposed wires just to find out the gas is coming from under the wires. Off
to the shop we go. I hope this helps. Vanessa answered 4 years ago. Damion J. Curtis answered
4 years ago. Holy carp my 94 cheyenne k 5sod 5. I replace entire fuel pump sending unit few
months ago so its new. But just blew clutch fork out last week n pulled tranny n replaced it now
I'm having same problems everyone's describing sometimes stslls when idling and 2nd and rd
hear around rpm starts dying out and backfires then picks back up. Just put cap n rotor n still
doing it. Going to replace wires n plugs on payday. Any help would b greatly appreciated and
can't afford mechanic so I'm doing it myself and need the truck for work. Dave answered 4 years
ago. My Chevy Power Pack has been backfiring, stalling and hesitating at the wrong times. I
have been told to rebuild or replace the giant four barrel carb and that will settle it down. It's
never been cleaned. Daniel answered 4 years ago. Peteroy answered 4 years ago. My 5. I used
the symptoms and troubleshooting from the above comments and solved my problem. Thank
you very much. Here is my solution. Sorry for the long story, but all is helpful in the long run. I
removed my ignition control module and took it up to the orange auto parts store to purchase a
new one, but the helpful parts person told me, before I purchase a new one, to go to another
orange store and have it tested since they misplaced their instruction manual for their module
tester. Instead, I went to the green auto parts store across the street and had the module tested.
The two counter persons were not properly trained on how to properly operate their module
tester but hooked it up from their instruction manual "without grounding it" and my module
repeatedly failed all of the tests. I went back to the orange store to again purchase a new
ignition control module but a different counter person found their instruction manual and tested
it "while grounding the case. I then recognized the differences in the grounding and then

recognized small burn traces on the back if the module where it had appeared to be arching. I
then suspected that the module was not properly grounded in my vehicle since the hold down
screws were very rusty and the heat sink grease was gone between the two metal surfaces. I
purchases some new heat sink grease at Radio Shack and went home. I uses a small wire brush
to clean off the rusted screws and mounting surfaces. Applied new heat sink grease and
reinstalled. Wiggle the module back and forth for a minute to properly distribute the heat sink
grease. I backed off the screws several times to get the serrated screw washers to make a good
grounding bond and put the cap back together. All of my engine bogging issues are gone. I can
now rocket up a hill. Lessons learned: 1 Make sure the parts service persons are competent in
their job. It is contagious like a disease and gets everywhere you lease expect it. Infected
answered 4 years ago. Hey guys I have been having the same surging issue from dead stop for
months.. I just allow for the slow acceleration time as the truck is old and mechanics are
expensive.. But the last week I was traveling and the truck just shut off no burp chug or chatter..
Just went to give it has and nothing there.. So after trying to trailer it home unfortunately my
winch wasn't strong enough to pull the truck up.. I replaced the ICM on the side of the road and
it fired right up.. Any other suggestions? I'm purity sure I have a throttle body and 2 injectors..
Would the idle sensor still be present? I have a 98 4x4 5. Was able to start with a little starting
fluid to move around but now no start. It has new fuel pump. When it was starting it would not
want to go when I gave it gas, unless I barley press the gas. Never backfired. Please help!!
Wrecked my car so now need this as a daily. Rowsdower answered 4 years ago. I have a
Suburban K with a c. When I'm at freeway speeds, it will surge and backfire. I have replaced the
distributor about 3 months before this problem reared it's ugly head. I have re- grounded the
entire engine with several new ground straps and replaced wiring to the knock sensor, the O2
sensor, and the coolant temp sensor due to age and oil contamination. I have also replaced
both positive and negative cables and ran a new ground to the PCM. Any thoughts??? My 96 c,
tbi, has been spuddering, idling really rough, backfiring, amd plain out dying in town. Sounds
like plugs but its not, distributor maybe? No engine light either So i was just tinkering with the
truck, and the wire under the the glove compartment, its brown and black, you disconnect it
before you do set the cap for your timing i unplugged it and the engine light came on, but the
truck instantly started working way better. It dont make much sense to me and i am not sure if
its really safe to run that way. It seams like it might be smoking a little maybe? Any thoughts or
ideas? Billy answered 4 years ago. I also swapped tranny out of mine, for another truck and
then back in to drive this truck again and forgot to bolt the heat shield back via the bell housing
bolts. This allowed the always hot wire to ground out on the exhaust and the truck would
sometimes die, always backfire, and it usually happened when I hit a bump. I disconnected the
wire, pulled it through, taped the exposed wire, ran it along the inner fenderwell and up by the
ac drier and back to it's original location without getting anywhere close to the exhaust. Also,
there are other backfiring issues, that sound like this is not the problem A coolant temp sensor
will make you run rich, the pigtail wiring harness always gets internally broken on these due to
the way the engine rocks under load, try to wiggle yours while running to see if the problem
fixes Also, you didn't mention if it did, but an exhaust manifold leak, or noisy lifters even could
trigger the knock sensor to retard timing prematurely. Nick answered 4 years ago. I could give
you a long list of things to check, but you could get a better answer by listing things you've
already done. If you could be more specific it'll likely be easier to pinpoint your problem. I
rebiuld my pick up chevy s10 to race and its doint that to it bog out and dies i tryed looking for a
mecanic but they say its a spark plug but its bran new i tryed to race a corvette with it and the
motor. Is so strong that when it bog out and i try to accelarate it dosent accelarate but with that
motor the way its acting now i broke to transmission and i beed help finding that problem to but
there aint nody out there that know i have a race in like a month from nowto race a camarro but
it keep bogging out help me as soon as posible. Jericho answered 4 years ago. I've had all
these same problems with my 92 Chevy and replaced fuel pump, filter, egr vaulve, distributer
cap and roter, the coil wire and coil itself. Didn't do nothing. Then I found out one of my
injectors weren't spraying so I was only running on 4 cylinders. So I rebuilt it and it was running
like a champ for a good month and now it's doing it again. But only when my trucks been
running for a while. Give it gas it sputters and kinda back fires. But when I get up to speed it
runs fine until I accelerate. Nathan answered 4 years ago. The engine only has miles on it. Ive
checked all the wires, still have to check all fuses though. Matt answered 3 years ago. The only
guy who fixed the problem emptied the tank. I think it is water in the fuel. Under a load at slow
speeds the water and fuel is burned in the cylinder creating a backfire, as the steam expands.
The stall is from an incomplete fire because the water put it out. Mddoc13 answered 3 years
ago. There is a transmission module located on the passenger side of the transmission. This
module opens and closed via a vacuum line. You will need a cutter to cut thru original clamps.

Make sure you see this rubber hose. Replace the hose that is where you will have a vacuum
leak. Replace hose with new one and don't forget to buy two new clamps. This should resolve
your issue of sluggish running backfire. I recommend you all try this first. IT take all of about 15
minutes to replace once you have all the items ready to reinstall. GuruT8XR answered 3 years
ago. I have 96 chevy with 4. Dave answered 3 years ago. McG1vern1 answered 3 years ago. Me
too except my service engine soon blinks fast when I'm driving it. I have changed the rotar, cap,
spark plugs, and fuel filter but it seems to run better on a dry sunny day than a cold or rainy
day. Any suggestions. TedBGMZ answered 3 years ago. I have a chevy 5. There's no engine
ping, it starts up fine, but soon as it warms up it starts to choke out at a idle sputters and
backfires above rpms, just replaced the IACV it had no good affect. Cap, rotor, plugs, wires all
have about few thousand miles on them also the egr valve, map sensor where also replaced. I
got good fuel pressure, new fuel filter and now I'm trying to figure out what is this time. Any
ideas are solutions will be very helpful. GuruKVLF answered 3 years ago. Found throttle
position sensor intermittent contact. GuruKN2L answered 3 years ago. I have a 94 k1 with 5.
PulsarMiataMAn answered 3 years ago. I am having the same issues but the check engine light
is on. Rotor, cap, wires, and plugs have been replace. Still doing the same thing. If anybody has
anything new that would be much appreciated! Parkerhasproblems answered 3 years ago. My
95 c was doing the same thing. Id tried new fuel filter checked all plugs and wires. Then
someone told me the map sesner could be bad and be forcing the injectors to dump fuel. So far
its worked. Also cleaned my throttle body and aired out all gas in the throttle body. Check to
make sure its not flooded and your injectors arent bad. Lots of digging but it seems nobody has
the answer to this problem. Following this thread. So far I've changed wires, plugs, fuel filter, air
filter, oil filter, oil, fuel pump, spider injector and all poppets, catalytic converter, cleaned
muffler. I see that distributor is a possible problem, may change that. I will post a solution if I
find it. May God help me find it. I have 3 days then I must be on a job with it. If you read this and
it stands out taking in account what I have already changed, then let me know. TBOC answered
3 years ago. I just bought a 94 K k with these driveability problems. Would really bog down, esp
when cold and trying to go uphill I repl'd temp sensor. The game changer was the EGR
solenoid, hardly visible, rarely mentioned. Immediately started, had power on takeoff. Jack
answered 3 years ago. Bro, I feel ya. Been doing well with normal "old age" issues: trans
rebuild, cooling system, charging system, and then the shudders happened. The engine starts
and idles with no problem. At about - rpm under power, the engine bounces like crazy. I add
more gas and as I reach 75 mph the engine miss is bearable. After work I ready for the 1. The
check engine light is sometimes on and sometimes off. The code is EGR valve I understand. I
will keep you updated. Jack, How long have you had your K? Good that you accept that some
work is expected on an old truck I was too optimistic. The EGR solenoid was not the end of my
trouble, but it helped. I replaced O2 sensor and fuel filter, but get a code lean exhaust. I tested
fuel evap canister and purge valve, but they were OK. They're a relatively cheap fix. I sure read a
lot about fuel pump, pressure issues, dirty sock filter, and replacing 42 gal tank You can
compare the color of two plugs on opposite sides of the engine 3 vs 4 , if different, may indicate
a bad injector on one side, thus causing roughness, etc. That is actually good news A low end
shudder, hesitation, etc. The IAC was mentioned earlier. I pulled it and cleaned it. Idle a little
high at first then it settled to around Overall, no change. I bought my burb new in It has been
through 4 kids and all of their swim meets, ski trips, cross country races, tennis tournaments,
basketball and softball games, campouts, trips to the city and to the mountains. It's been a
workhorse and now it's my adventure race, golf outing, backcountry fishing, backpacking, and
just plain get outa town rig and I want to keep her going. I am thinking of a new crate I know that
I will never get that back if I sell, but who's looking to sell. Sounds like a life well-lived! The truck
also : My '94 Sub was owned by a guy for 18 yrs, but he had so many vehicles, I doubt if mine
was maintained in detail. You would know, then, how old your injectors are. These TBI s are
very sensitive to vacuum leaks Also, there is much discussion about fuel pressure at various
points , wimpy fuel pumps, and dirty fuel tanks. A new crate engine sounds great, BUT, you'd be
in awfully deep if tranny, diffs, etc, started acting up. There is some good diagnostic advice
tbichips. Ours are not as upgradeable as some other years. Our valves and exhaust are also
pretty limiting. It'd be useful for you to know what your compression 's are, as far as decision
making Good luck and continued adventures. Chuck answered 3 years ago. OBD1 chevy 5. One
thing you have to do is very all emission control sensors are operating correctly. Buying a new
one without verification is just a waste. If you don't know how to test, Take it to a mechanic.
Unfortunately a lot of the old school mechanics just don't understand the electronics. If
everyone agrees that the main cause is a lean fuel condition then you need to look at all the
scenarios that cause that condition. Here is my list: 1 Weak fuel pump clogged filter anything
that hampers the delivery of fuel. This one is easy to eliminate, If the engine runs perfect before

going into closed loop it's not the fuel delivery. Things to do, a Check voltage at fuel pump and
compare to battery voltage. The ECM compensates a low battery voltage by increasing fuel flow.
If the battery voltage is good but there is low voltage at the fuel pump then it may be causing
your lean condition. Check and clean all your grounds. Those cheesy connectors from the
factory loose their conductive properties. When they get hot the resistance goes up naturally,
but bad connectors will throw a large resistance in the circuit that screws with the electronics.
Compression and leakdown test will help pinpointing that problem. If it runs great the the
problem is not fuel delivery per say but it probably can be seen in the fuel trim numbers. The
series snap-on scanners are a good tool for this stuff. Really bad because detonation pinging
will crack your compression rings in short time. Don't think you DONT have a vacuum leak with
a vacuum gauge. ECM will compensate by advancing the timing so it idles with very little
problem. Remember the problem occurs under heavy load. Some intake leaks can be difficult to
find. Around the TBI mounting bolts. The port and head planes are no longer in sync. I made a
plate that bolted to the intake manifold where the TBI mounts. Remove the valve covers and
loosened all the intake valve rocker arms. Oh I forgot to mention I threaded a fitting with a
schrader valve in the plate so that I could pressurize the intake. Basically a reverse leak down
test. The leaks were around the intake where the TBI sits. Mill the mounting plane to make it
true, no leaks. OBD2 is more forgiving with much less mystery. Pulling codes and buying parts
is what they want you to do. Don't fall into the trap. Most of the problems with my 94 chevy was
sensor wiring. Of course it took a long time to find the backfire problem. Constant lean
condition causes the compression chamber to operate at extreme temperatures. Wore the rings
out by Just finished a complete overhaul, it was on the bucket list, rings haven't seated
completely with 75 miles on the engine but I can tell that things are lookin up. If it wasn't for the
custom work I did previously I probably would have sold it to the wreaking yard years ago.
Good luck. So I took the burb on a road trip up into the mountains. First, I replaced the ICM. One
more thing to check off of the list. I did not notice much of any improvement in performance.
Another thing that was not mentioned is that connections become very brittle with age. I
destroyed the connector for the ICM to the distributor pick-up module. Something more to
replace. Anyway, as I was decending a very long 5 mile steep stretch of road I dropped the
transmission into 2nd gear in order to save my brakes. The engine did a very good job holding
my speed down and it did not backfire at all. Might this be an indication that there are no issues
with the valves? That was miles ago. The baffles in the muffler had begun to rattle about before
the trip, so I replaced it last weekend. Now the truck is a bit quieter, but it still stutters at low
rpms under power. I am still getting the 32 OBD1 code. While I am pondering my next move, I
will do a break job. Boyzofsummer answered 3 years ago. How's it going fellas It appears that
everyone has attempted to fix their Chevy Silverado Makes complete sense with several
answers. I too have the same problem with my Chevy Silverado 5. My Truck ran as if it was like
a new truck, It passed the California State Smog Test but for the last several months when I
accelerate my Truck if begins to badly bog, But there's one common problem that no one has
checked. EGR, You need to check too see if the passive line is clogged with carbon, if it's
clogged it will more likely cause the Truck to bog. Another words, the EGR operates the same
as vaccum, if its clogged it won't function. Thanks Dennis California. Brian answered 3 years
ago. Did you find out anything on your problem with Chevy motor, mine doing exact same thing,
turn it off then on real quick and runs fins fine for a few minutes or so. Sometimes drives ok
RAS answered 3 years ago. Fought the missing backfire issue for a year, ran smooth while
warm up, then miss and bog when accelerating. Long story short found the short vacuum line
coming out of the throttle body was dry rotted. I replaced this 25 cent hose, changed plugs and
she runs like a top. Hope this will help anybody else with this issue. AVT answered 3 years ago.
I recently solved a similar problem with my vehicle. I thought I would share my experiences in
case it might be helpful to anyone else. I was having some of the same problems of which many
have described in this thread. I was losing power going up big hills and having issues on cold
starts upon engaging the vehicle into motion or coasting to a stop while cold sometimes it
would stall out, even at fast idle, as I recall. And other than these intermittent problems, the
vehicle seemed to run great, as usual. I decided to go ahead and replace my fuel pump and
strainer. I came to this decision mostly because someone posted somewhere earlier saying it
was their fuel strainer causing the problems. Upon removing the installed pump, we noticed that
the outlet hose from the pump was not tightly clamped in place the hose clamp had come loose.
The local discount parts store mechanics were amazed that I never had to replace the pump to
that point, with so many miles on the vehicle. Despite finding the loose hose clamp on the outlet
hose of the pump, we went ahead and replaced the fuel pump, anyhow as the first replacement
pump also had about k miles on it to this point in time. The hose clamps that came with this
second OEM pump were of the typical metal type with a screw â€” suggesting that the OEM

knew the plastic hose clamps caused problems after a while, we figured as much anyhow. I
have not had any vehicle problems since â€” at least nothing significant that I have noticed. It
was relatively difficult to diagnose the exact cause of my problem s , for sure. Because we had
already decided to replace the pump; as I said, mostly motivated by replacing the strainer â€”
as the fuel filter had a lot of nasty deposits and dirty fuel when we had replaced it during earlier
troubleshooting. Just to be clear, initially I did a tune-up plugs, wires, compression check,
checked timing, inspected electrical connections , replaced the fuel filter and air filter, looked
for vacuum leaks new PVC valve, EGR valve not too old but certainly not stuck open , and then I
replaced some easily replaceable sensors IACV, TPS. I replaced the sensors mostly because I
was not sure my replacement computer was properly showing error messages IACV gives no
error message, TPS should show an error message, according to the repair books. So that gave
me more confidence that the pump was causing the problem s. I notice that many who post in
these threads never return to tell what resolved their problem. So, I decided I would wait until I
uncovered the apparent solution until I posted. Again, it appears the source of the problem with
my vehicle was the silly plastic hose clamp on the output hose of the fuel pump â€” at least it
seems to have been the culprit with my vehicle. I am the original and only owner of the vehicle.
Mine was just the Throttle Position Sensor! With the right tools, which I have, it was a 5 minute
job. Diane answered 2 years ago. Solved my problem and now I feel like racing I have so much
power! It was my in tank fuel pump. It had pressure, but no volume. GuruXW2JY answered 2
years ago. I took mine to the shop they had to change the fuel pump and injectors and fuel
pressure regulator and that fixed it. Had a very similar problem with my gmc k with a 5.
RoadKing answered 2 years ago. Did you ever find the problem. I have a 91 Chevy truck with a
5. Runs good but when you step on the throttle to get up and go it starts jerking and back
fireing from the throttle body. When coming up to traffic lights I have to put in nuetral and keep
giving it gas or it will die but will start back up doing the same thing. One day it died on me but
when I restarted it and punched the throttle my truck peeled out and had all the power in the
world like it was never messing up the 2 seconds prior lol please help. Jericho answered 2
years ago. Check your timing. Lewis answered 2 years ago. Had a similar problem with my
Silverado, 5. Replaced the fuel pump, pressure regulator, filter, tested fuel pressure. Problem
went away after each repair but returned quickly. Ended up being the ignition module. I pulled
the module and took it to O'Reilly auto parts. They put it on the ignition module tester and it was
bad. No more problems after installing new module. Daytonf answered about a year ago. Just
got a 94 that originally had a 5. Matthew answered about a year ago. I was experiencing the
same type off problems with my 93 c Simple answer is that one of the distributor cap screws
was stripped so when I pressed on gas it was lost contact and it would stumble. Replaced
screw with a bigger one and it runs fine now. GuruH3KNH answered about a year ago. I had had
bunch firing problem it turned out the AC hose runs right across the distributor cap an was
leaking on it till start miss firing. Guru1RHZV answered about a year ago. I have 94 GMC 4x4
with the and mine boggs down when you try to accelerate. Got two answers from a mechanic.
One the eag valve might have too much carbon build up. I'll try and update after I work on it.
Ricardo answered 9 months ago. And I had the same problem I took out the throttle body and
rebuilt it now it's running fine new injectors everything. Garevalo67 answered 8 months ago. I
have Chevy C 4. I had replace a ton of sensors on it and finally I stumbled upon a sensor called
fuel pressure regulator right inside attached to the fuel injector spider once I replaced it my
truck was finally not bogging out and full power restored. Ivan answered 8 months ago. I have a
Chevy van G20 4. I had timing done and she worked great for about a week. When I take it on
the highway and hit she starts backfiring and I have to let off the gas and get off the highway.
Anyone know what it could be? Cynthia Barcenas answered 7 months ago. Ours was doing the
same thing boggled down real bad while going up hill, died while idle or at a stop. Changed
several items and kept messing up. Checked our ground and the thick ground wire going to the
wires and computer, passenger side of the motor back side, was loose and corroded. Changed
it and reinstalled it and problem solved! No more dying, no more boggling down, and it takes off
beautifully while going up hill! Guru99HTNG answered 4 months ago. It's the coil inside your
disturbtor replace your whole disturbtor shaft carquest carries it for dollars complete unit I did
mine and solved all my issues it's about 2 hrs labour if you want I charge to do the job my
number is or newmannewfie hotmail. Brantarmstrong29 answered 2 months ago. Have yall tried
changing fuel pump? I have a 94 silverado 5. After changing my fuel pump 3 times its finalky
running right again. Make sure you have an electric fuel pump and that its goid. Remember to
change filter with it. I basically have to crawl thr I have replace all gaskets from heads up.
Heated02 fual. Spark plugs and wires. Water pump. Ign switch. Full brake system and No spark,
no fuel Iv just gotten this truck about a month ago. This truck runs excellent. Starts up and
drives like a beauty. Does not hesitate to start. I live in Kansas so it gets pretty col Hey guys i

really need help i dont know whats wrong with my truck it runs good when i throw it in drive and
revers but when it sits there and idols it starts to bog down like it wants to cut off an I have a
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